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“This is, without a doubt, the most inspirational story I have ever heard.”

SEAN
Sean Swarner was voted one of the
world’s top eight most inspirational
people of all time. Receiving
countless awards alongside such
distinguished individuals as
Archbishop Desmond Tutu, and
climbing to the summit of the
highest point on all seven continents, Sean has reached millions during his travels and
speeches around the globe. He is not only the first, but only person in history to have
accomplished his amazing feats, and is constantly breaking through defined human
limitation, redefining the way the world views success. Miraculously, he does
everything after receiving a prognosis of fourteen days to live, having survived a
medically-induced coma for nearly a year, and with only one functioning lung.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Mt. Everest
Highest mountain in Africa, Europe, Antarctica, South America, North America,
Australia
Hawaii Ironman Championship
Boston and NYC Marathon
two cancers
given three months to live
given 14 days to live
coma for nearly a year
ONE LUNG….
Author: Keep Climbing
President/CEO Swarner Expeditions
Co-founder The CancerClimber Association
“Our expectations were exceeded by not only your speech but also the way you took the
time to interact with anyone and everyone.”

UNIQUE CORPORATE VIEW
Sean’s history and achievements create an ability to relate with anyone dreaming of
goals, motivation, and ultimately personal and/or corporate success. Sean has taken
individuals and corporations around the world from lethargy to complete selfmotivation and reliance. Working with Sean and developing unique relationships with
clients, a custom-designed program and experience for success is formulated.
“His talk was the highlight of the weekend.”
“We couldn’t have asked for a better start to our program, and he put the icing on the cake.”
“Sean is the first and only speaker from our annual meetings to receive all high ratings!!”

CREATIVE MODEL
Sean’s unique presentation style takes you on a journey through a relatable story, a
normal person developing into a hero, and lessons taught throughout. Through a
focus on a goal, conflict, climax, resolution of conflict, and completion of that goal, the
hero learns certain tools and lessons on the journey. What the hero struggles through
and learns, the audience does also, having an appreciation and understanding of reallife applications of those tools. Accomplishing near impossible feats, but with normal
challenges, people see the potential in something great…within themselves. Sean
instills a sense of self-motivation that lasts a lifetime.
What this means for your company is greater corporate and employee success,
happier, and more motivated individuals. Everyone in life and in work must decide to
take their first step…of many… toward their goals. Sean helps people and companies
with tools to find and develop the courage and path to take that first step to lasting
success.

CLIENTS

ONGOING PROJECTS
The CancerClimber Association
Kilimanjaro Project
South Pole Expedition
North Pole Expedition
Keep Climbing Podcast
Corporate Spokesperson
Corporate Team Leader

your first step is never your last

